RIS FAQs

Q: I logged into RIS, but I don’t see "Regulation Information System" or my agency’s name. OR: When I click on my agency’s name, I get a blank screen. Now what?
A: Check the Enable Protected Mode in Internet Explorer settings. See Part C of Internet Explorer Instructions.

Q: Where is my RIS toolbar?
If not, run the RIS toolbar macro found in "Tools" in the RIS header. See RIS Toolbar Installation Instructions.

Q: When I click "RIS Update," my changes don’t save. How do I save my changes?
A: You may have to refresh the screen for your changes to show. After you click "RIS Update," click the refresh button or use F5 to refresh the screen.
If your changes still aren’t showing, go through the steps to adjust Internet Explorer settings per Internet Explorer Instructions.

Warning: Internet Explorer is the only browser that will work with RIS. Do not use Chrome, Firefox, or any other browser.

Q: Can I paste text from an MS Word document into RIS?
A: Yes, but remember that if the text includes styles or formatting in the MS Word document that are not RIS styles, you must either (i) remove the non-RIS formatting from the text, OR (ii) use the "Paste special" feature in Word and choose to paste the text as "unformatted text" so that no non-RIS styles paste into RIS.

Warning: Do not try to paste auto-formatted, auto-numbered, or track changes Word text into RIS. Do not use tabs or auto-number Word features in RIS.

Q: What if the document was generated from an RIS report or already has RIS styles in it?
A: If the only styles in a document are RIS styles, the formatting can be pasted into RIS. "Normal" is not an RIS style, although RIS will accept it. You must still apply the correct RIS style to text that shows "Normal" as its style.

Q: When I clicked on "RIS update," I received the following error message:

A: RIS will update only when RIS approved styles are used. Often, this error occurs when a document is created in Word using the Word default style and then the text is copied into RIS. If you receive this message, check the text in RIS for the "List Paragraph" style (or whatever style name is in the error message). Change that style to the appropriate RIS style (e.g., sectind, sectbi, or sectbi2). See the VAC Quick Style Sheet for instructions on applying RIS styles.

Q: Where are the RIS styles located?
A: On the "Home" tab. "Styles" group in the "Styles List." To access the list, click on the tiny arrow in the corner of the Styles box. A list with the RIS styles will appear. Click on the desired style to apply it. To apply RIS styles, see the VAC Quick Style Sheet.
Q: How do I know what my RIS project number is? Will it change?
A: Look for the blue number in the column with the heading "Project." This is your RIS project number, and it will remain attached to this project for the duration of the life of the project, whether the project has three stages (NOIRA, proposed, final) or fewer stages. Each stage will use the same RIS number and be considered the same RIS project.

RIS assigns the number when you create an RIS project, and the project will pop into your agency project list at the bottom of the list. If you click on the blue project number, you will get a screen with the publication history of the project.

Q: I needed to "repeal" a section I added to a project as "amend." How do I change that?
A: To change the action for a section in a project, you will have to delete the section and then add it back into the project.

To delete the section, click the red X left of the chapter number and VAC Section number.

Then click "Create Entry" and choose "Repeal" in the "Select Action" box on the bottom right.

Then re-add the sections to be repealed.

Q: What is auto repeal?
A: Auto repeal is an RIS function. When you choose "Repeal" as the action for a section, RIS will automatically apply the several separate formatting characteristics to the section that are required to repeal the section.

Warning: Sometimes auto repeal doesn't work; always check behind the auto repeal function to make sure each repealed section has actually been struck through (or lined through).
Q: Auto repeal didn't work. What do I do?
A: If you have selected the action "Repeal" and the Action column reads "Repeal," but the text of the section is still intact, you can do the following steps:
1. Strike through the section catchline.
2. Place the cursor at the end of the catchline and click "(Repealed)" on the RIS Toolbar.
3. Strike through all of the text of the section, including the Statutory Authority.
4. Click "RIS Update."

Q: How do I change the regulatory stage of my project?
A: For agencies that use Town Hall, choose the regulatory stage in the Town Hall, then when you either create an RIS project through Town Hall for that action OR when you link to an RIS project for that action, the regulatory stage will apply to the RIS project.
For agencies that do not use Town Hall, choose the regulatory stage on the Transmittal Sheet. When the Transmittal Sheet is submitted, the regulatory stage will apply to the RIS project.

Q: Some of my text doesn't show up in Town Hall. What happened to it?
A: Each part of a section in VAC has a distinct VAC style applied to it. The Statutory Authority and Historical Notes have the styles "auth" and "history" respectively. RIS uses the style of text to dictate what happens to that text. For example text with the style "auth" or "history" will not be pulled into the "Create Report" function unless "Sections with notes" is the report chosen. And, text with the style "auth" or "history" does not upload to Town Hall. If you have inadvertently designated regulatory text as "auth" or "history" (e.g., the final paragraph of a section located immediately above the Statutory Authority.) it will not transition to Town Hall, but it will be in the RIS project text.

Q: I submitted my project for publication in the Register and now the sections are grayed out. How do I look at the text of my RIS project?
A: Once a project is submitted to the Registrar's Office for publication in the Register, a "read only" function is applied to that project so that changes to the text of the sections can't be made
while the project is being processed for publication. You can view the text of the project and see all changes the Registrar's Office staff is making by using the "Create Report" feature of RIS.

Q: There are some old projects in the list of projects for my agency. Can I delete them?
A: Once a project has been submitted to the Registrar's Office, it cannot be deleted. Once a project has been linked to a Town Hall stage, it cannot be deleted. If neither of these have happened, and a project is still "Not Submitted" with the stage "none" and does not have a Town Hall ActionID, it can be deleted. Click the red X left of the Chapter/Regulation description.

If you need further help with a question, or your question isn't covered on this sheet, please contact Nikki Clemons in the Registrar's Office at telephone: (804) 698-1885 or email: nclemons@dls.virginia.gov.